TECA Cloud Computing
Get the Competitive Edge

Competition in the marketplace can be fierce, so you’re
always on the lookout for systems or services that give
you an edge. With TECA Cloud Computing for both iSeries
AS400 or x86, not only will you gain the advantage over your
competition, you’ll save time and money, while freeing your
organization from the headaches and hassles of managing
your in-house IT infrastructure.

TECA Cloud Computing delivers
all the positive advantages
of proven technology, while
eliminating the negative costs.
How TECA Cloud Computing can
make you an industry leader
Technology has become an integral and inescapable part of
business. And while its maximized efficiency and optimized
productivity, its necessity can challenge your enterprise
by eating up time, manpower, space, and capital, with the
potential to put your business behind on the road to success.
The solution is TECA Cloud Computing for AS400 and x86
environments.

TECA Cloud Computing delivers all the positive advantages
of proven technology, while eliminating the negative costs.
Here’s how:

• Innovative technology always at your fingertips. TECA
ensures that your cloud computing technology is always
dependable.

• No investment in hardware, maintenance, repair, or

replacement. Rather than spend your hard-earned money
on purchasing and maintaining expensive systems, TECA
supplies you with innovative equipment that evolves as
technology advances.

• Turnkey solution. No need for you to waste time with

installation, learning new systems, or training. TECA does
it all for you, leaving you to do what you do best—operate
your business with responsive, high-performing systems in
place.

• Predictable costs that fit your budget. With a set fee and
no surprise costs, you can easily incorporate TECA Cloud
Computing into your budget.

• Professionally managed. Because TECA IT professionals

are available to manage your services for you, there’s
no need for you to pull existing staff off projects or hire
more staff who add the cost of salary and benefits to your
budget.

• Scalable to accommodate business growth. As your

business grows, your TECA Cloud Computing does too.

• Security. You get the peace of mind knowing your data is in
the hands of a reliable company offering a profound depth
of industry experience and highly-secure, off-site facilities
featuring redundancies in power and cooling to safeguard
your critical files.

• Expert customer service. You can depend on TECA 24/7.

We differentiate ourselves from the competition with a
commitment to exceptional service and responsiveness to
our customers.

• Tailored to fit your needs. There is no one-size-fits-all

when it comes to Cloud Computing. TECA designs your
services to meet your individualized needs.

TECA Cloud Computing skyrockets your business, by offering
you more benefits and fewer costs.

Disaster Recovery as a Service (Rapid Rebound
DRaaS)
TECA’s Rapid Rebound DRaaS empowers you to get back
to business faster after a disaster with replication and high
availability recovery services. Get peace of mind, along with:

• Rapid Rebound to business as usual (within minutes or

hours depending upon your recovery needs) and minimal
downtime after a disaster

• Reduced spending on operational resources with little or
no hardware and software expenditures

TECA Cloud Computing Services
TECA Data Safe’s Cloud Computing Services delivers
consistent, dependable, and resourceful IT solutions to your
business at a fraction of the cost of procurement. What’s
more, TECA will bring together the services tailored to your
specific needs.
Trust TECA Cloud Computing Services for:

Cloud Computing (PaaS and IaaS)
TECA’s Cloud Computing provides Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (Iaas), enabling
you to reduce costs and increase speed of development,
deployment, and management of your physical or
virtualized x86 or AS400 workloads. By utilizing TECA’s Cloud
Computing, clients enjoy:

• Reduced need for costly server and storage space that is
underutilized when dormant

• Recovery infrastructure at your fingertips to which you can
quickly and easily restore your data and applications

• Automatic backups replicated to TECA’s secure data center
• Fast, professional response to your needs 24/7 in the event
of an emergency

Blast past the competition!
TECA’s Cloud Computing services accelerates your ability to
do business by providing powerful, cost-effective, time-saving
solutions no matter what your platform. We work with you to
create the service options you need, while providing you with
the best-of-breed technology you want.
Since 2005, we’ve been helping businesses just like yours
blast past the competition! Isn’t it time you launched
your enterprise to the TECA Cloud? Call us today for more
information or to get started.

• Reduction or elimination of software license costs and
maintenance fees

• Optional management of hardware and software patches
and updates, along with physical and software security

• Decreased hardware and software conflicts with a

standardized platform that allows your IT staff relief from
day-to-day routine tasks

• Improvements in speed, flexibility, and agility which

translates into faster time to market, speedier response to
changes, and an enhanced ability to make investments go
further

• Hosting services that relieve your staff of tasks such as

system maintenance, back up, and administrative activities

• Fast access to additional resources on a short-term or longterm basis

• Control and management of administrative tasks of your
choosing

• Automatic software and hardware updates
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